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Why add Classic and for Who?

- In Moodle 3.7 we removed the ‘Clean’ & ‘More’ themes, so we wanted to provide a familiar experience for users.
- Moodle wanted to ensure there was an upgrade path for Moodle sites still using Clean & More.
● Single Bootstrap version
● Child theme of Boost
● 3 column layout
● Familiar blocks
How can it be customised?

- **Settings, Templates & SCSS**
  Classic is very similar to Boost and Bootstrapbase based themes in that you can modify settings, override core templates & any SCSS you add into the theme can and will be cached

- **Custom renderers & widgets**
  Classic allows you to define your own renderers & write custom widgets to assist with displaying your information
An example of migrating

- During the Moodle 3.7 release we had to migrate our own sites from Clean based themes to Classic
- We wanted to ensure a smooth user experience and minimal disruption
Security announcements

**MSA-19-0012: Private files uploaded via incoming mail processing could bypass quota restrictions**

The size of users’ private files uploaded via email were not correctly checked, so their quota allowance could be exceeded.

**Severity:** Minor

**Versions affected:** 3.6.1, 3.6.2, 3.6.3, 3.6.4, 3.6.5, 3.6.6, and 3.6.7 and earlier unsupported versions

**Resolution:** Updated to fix these issues

**Workaround:** Disable the “Send to Private files” message handler until the fix is applied. This is disabled by default in Moodle.

**Tracker issue:** MSOD-18738 Private files uploaded via incoming mail processing could bypass quota restrictions

---

Security announcements

The best way to keep track of the recent security issues and get the latest information is to register your Moodle site with Moodle.org.

By registering your Moodle site, your email address is added to the new-vulnerability mailing list for important and most up-to-date information, including new and point releases and notifications such as security bulletins.

We highly recommend you register your site.

Otherwise, after each release, all important security issues are published in this forum, which you can subscribe to (Moodle.org account) required.

Please note that if you subscribe to the security forum and Twitter, there will be a delay of up to one week until the information becomes available.

**MSA-19-0012 - Private files uploaded via incoming mail processing could bypass quota restrictions**

**MSA-19-0011 - Open redirect in upload cohorts page**
Things to keep in mind

- Block docking is no longer supported by Moodle core themes, vote MDL-64567 if you wish
- Moodle will only be supporting Bootstrap 4 classes with limited compatibility for Bootstrap 2 classes
- When contributing from Moodle 3.7 onwards, ensure that you use the correct classes otherwise your layout changes may not work as expected
- Refer to the docs on Moodle.org
  https://docs.moodle.org/dev/Creating_a_theme_based_on_classic